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Abstract 

 
 

        Since the initiation of major economic reform in 1978 the Chinese economic growth 

has been more than impressive and it is the biggest nation in the world making transition 

from closed economy to the market oriented economy. 

         Therefore, this paper discusses the major steps made in the pace of the reform in the 

first 2 decades related to the key economic sectors, namely agricultural, industrial and 

foreign trade sector along with the level of the sectoral development and the its 

contribution to the economic growth of China.    
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Abstrakt 

 
        Od započetí hlavních ekonomických reforem v roce 1978 byl růst čínského 

hospodářství velmi impozantní. Díky tomu největší země světa prochází přeměnou ze 

zavřeného hospodářství do tržně orientované ekonomiky. 

         Proto tato se práce zabývá hlavními kroky, provedenými na cestě reforem v prvních 

dvou desetiletích a týkajícími se hlavních ekonomických sektorů: hlavně sektorů 

zemědělství, průmyslu a zahraničního obchodu; a to ve spojení s rozvojem odvětví a jeho 

přispěním ekonomickému růstu Číny. 

 

Klíčová slova: reforma, odvětvový rozvoj, tržní hospodářství, hospodářský růst 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The world hardly knew China prior to 1980s except for the fact that it is the most 

populous nation with large territory and one of the isolated socialist countries. No one 

was interested in at what rate its GD has grown. Things have changed dramatically since 

the major economic reform that started in the late 1970s under then leadership of 

Communist Party chairman Deng Xiaoping. The reform occurred in important economic 

spheres such as agriculture, state owned enterprises, banking, industrial, foreign trade, 

labor market and investment. The main targets of the reform were the improvement of 

economic productivity, personal income, living standard, consumer and public welfare as 

well as decreasing unemployment, enhance technological innovation, extend trade and 

improve budget deficits. The foreign trade and investment was considered as leverage for 

further economic growth. Throughout the economic reform China had undergone rapid 

and deep institutional, structural changes slowly making transition from socialist 

command economy to a market oriented economy.  

Nowadays the name China is almost a synonym for “economic miracle”. It has made so 

far the biggest contribution to the world poverty reduction, lifting more than 220 millions 

of its people out of poverty in mere 20 years or reform. Moreover, thanks to its “Open 

door” trade policy, China’s foreign trade has flourished. Within two decades its GDP rate 

has grown at nearly 10 percent per year on average, leaving behind Japan, France, the 

United Kingdom and German. Measured on purchasing power parity (PPP), in 2007 it 

became the 2nd biggest economy right behind the USA. 
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China today stays at the center of world wide attention. Numerous analysts, economists, 

politicians and business professionals are trying to figure out how it performed so well, 

what were the main factors that endorsed this high growth rate in such a short time and 

where it is leading in the future. Some admit it can’t sustain its growth that long while 

some optimists argue that in less than another two decades it will become the largest 

economy catching up with the United Stated. Countless studies were conducted on 

comparison with transitional other economies as well as trying to draw a model for the 

rest of the developing countries.  

As to look back since the beginning of the reform in 1978 China had experienced three 

main reform phase. The very first was done in agricultural sector through successful 

decentralization of the collective farming system, market liberalization of main 

agricultural products such as grain and cotton as well as  carrying out price upward 

adjustment system which increased farmer’s income and productivity for several years 

till 1985. Following the slowdown of agriculture sector growth the second, the main 

economic growth was now fueled from industrial sector. 

 Thus the second strong phase of major reform was made in industrial sector from the 

middle of 1980s till the beginning of 1990s. It was the period when large numbers of 

rural employees shifted to the urban service and manufacture industries, workers of state-

owned-enterprises were urged to increase incentive and productivity  to catch up with 

newly established and were efficiently operating millions of other enterprises, including 

those collective and individual owned.  

The last but not the least wave of ongoing reform started from 1992. Since then, thanks to 

China’s open door policy and Deng Xiaoping’s decision to widen the degree of openness 

and ease the access to domestic market, Chinese economy experienced “investment 

boost”. It was a period of flourishing Foreign Direct Investment, China becoming a home 

to thousands of foreign invested firms as well as large multinationals such as Lenovo and 

Coca Cola. Each of these phases had contributed to China’s post reform growth rate 

averaging close 10 per year, in accordance with their peak period one after another 

without leaving chance for the growth to decline.  
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The work is structured as below: 

Each chapter provides a brief introduction to pre-reform situation of the sectors, followed 

by analyses and description of the major economic reform made in the related sectors and 

finally sums up the growth and contribution of those sectors to the overall post reform 

growth till the late nineties. 

Following the introduction part, in the second chapter the development of agriculture 

sector will be described with major steps, which are the household responsibility system, 

market liberalization and price lift made in the pace of reform. Moreover the sector’s 

contribution to the It is contribution to the post growth, especially till the 1985.  

The third chapter is on the industrial sector. Main changes made in the ownership types 

of the enterprise, rise of non-state factor and reforms among the state enterprises will the 

focus of the chapter. The industrial growth had been an important driving force to 

China’s post reform continuous growth especially since mid 1980s till the beginning of 

1990s when the foreign trade sector inherited the main principle engine of China’s post 

reform growth.  

Therefore, the fourth chapter continues the work on the foreign trade sector reform the 

steps made in the pace of open trade policy process such as exchange rate regime. Trade 

growth and the sector development had been the biggest sensation of the commercial and 

academic world.  

The fifth chapter, supposedly a continuing subsection of the previous part, covers the 

Foreign Direct Investment in Chinese economy describing specific characters and 

periodical growth of inward FDI and its unprecedented degree of benefit, support and 

contribution. 

The last chapter, the sixth, serves as a conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Agricultural Sector 

Agriculture plays a crucial role in the growth of any nation especially in the earlier period 

of modernization and innovation process contributing to economy by employing majority 

labor force, providing food for the nation, producing industrial material, generating funds 

for financing industrialization while shaping up markets for industrial products and goods 

for export. As for China, it followed the same path. 

2.1 Agriculture during pre-reform period  

The People’s Republic of China was established in 1949 as a result of Librarian 

movement in which grievances over tenure had played an important role. Communists 

were handed over political power with the help of farmers who had backed them up 

against Nationalists. That time China was an agrarian country with near 90% of 

population located in rural areas and relatively poor in industrial and infrastructure 

endowments. The Communist party was well aware of its duty and comprehended 

necessities to start off with the rural difficulties as there was an unavoidable need to keep 

the people fed, clothed and reduce poverty. To ensure that those needs are met 

development of agriculture was one of central concerns. Consequently, it had carried out 

a land reform in which tenant farmers were given land ownership that in turn resulted in 

striking increase in productivity until 1953. However, the purpose behind the land reform 

was not economical entirely. It was undertaken to ensure the political power of the 

Chinese Communist Party in the rural area by isolating the rich peasants and elimination 

of the landlords, thus putting the poor farmers in the command of the political power of 
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the party. Nevertheless, the fact that even for short period farmers had individually 

owned land and had run the farm themselves helped agricultural reform of 1978 succeed, 

which was not a case of Soviet Union peasants.1  

In 1953 under Mao’s decision an agricultural collectivization form was introduced. In the 

beginning the collectivization was carried out gradually and it was voluntary for peasants 

whether to join it. However, in the following two years the harvest got worse. Individual 

household farms were concerned only to maximize their income and not much effort was 

put into carrying out state plan which resulted in below-state-planned-production which 

led to a change in the pace of the collectivization process. That time the government also 

pursued a new development strategy to spur industrial sector in order to achieve an 

adequate level of “self-reliance and efficiency” which was then considered to be a 

symbol of nation’s power and economic achievement for most developing countries. 

Chinese leaders were provoked to catch up with developed nations. In 1955 Mao had 

emphasized the point of collectivization stating that socialist industrialization can not be 

carried out in isolation form the cooperative transformation of agriculture. Thanks to the 

special relationship between the Communist Party in power and the peasants the 

accelerated process of collectivization did not face strong resistance and reluctance from 

the peasants’ side, on the other side collectivization was made compulsory, anyway. And 

by 1958, in 5 years since the introduction of the commune system almost all individual 

farmers had been transferred to collective farming units. 

As being a closed economy, except for friendly aid from Soviet Union, the state had to 

finance the industrial sector development from its own internal resources. Consequently, 

the government had carried out a procurement system in which she set low price for 

agriculture output usually far below from their market prices and sold under rationing 

system to city consumers and industries at subsidized price. At the same time it raised 

price for industrial products while keeping low wage for industrial workers. This way, 

through so called through “scissor’s effect”, the government managed to divert 

                                                             
1 Farmers of the Soviet Union never owned land and it was one of the reasons why their agricultural 
reform did not work out as successful as that of China. 
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agricultural revenue and surplus and private saving into industrial sector.2 With the help 

of collectivization of rural regions and nationalization of fledging industrial enterprises 

the government’s ambitious strategy was likely to be carried out successfully. Surely, the 

strategy had certain advantages, but for a country like China which is poor in capital 

endowment, land recourse but rich labor supply it was in contract with its comparative 

advantage3 and the implementation cost was to assumed be considerably very high. 

Pursue of industrialization at the expense of agriculture was only one of many distortions 

of the policies carried out in the system of central planning.  

In 1958 after all household-farmers were transferred into collectivization, they were 

formed into “cooperatives” and a year later, into much bigger people’s communes, the 

giant communes of “Great Leap Forward”. This time the farmers were living in absolute 

poverty and hunger as there was a little surplus left over from financing industrialization. 

The farmers had no enough incentive to work more since they were not rewarded for 

their work and what they produced were sold at unfavorable  price set by the state. 

Commune was supposed mobilize large labor surplus for agricultural capital investment 

(such as more workers for irrigation, flood controls) and increase production. However, it 

had failed to increase the yield and the total agricultural output. Irrational policies, such 

as neglecting the local condition, regional advantage, poor knowledge in planting 

seedlings, putting the quantitative of grain over quality for the sake of monitoring also 

worsened the condition. Together with these internal factors of wrong practices, external 

factors such as poor weather and withdrawal of Soviet Union’s aid resulted in the Great 

Famine in 1958-1961 in which over 30 millions died. On the international level, the US 

and the United Nations embargo against the communist regime forced China to stick to 

the “self-reliance and self-sufficiency” development strategy even closer. All those 

factors reinforced the priority in grain and raised procurement of grain, but it was highly 

inconsistent policy considering the declining grain output living the farmers in even 

worse situation. Resource allocation was also inefficient under the collective system. 

                                                             
2 Agriculture was and continued to be the dominant sector in the share of the national employment 
and for most of the period until the 1970s it was also dominant sector in terms of its contribution to 
national income. 
3 China alone accounts for 21 percent of world population but only 7 percent in case of arable land. 
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Since production factor nobilities were heavily restricted and as most surpluses were 

extracted from agriculture there was no additional capital to improve productivity. And at 

the same time population pressure was making more and more people dependent on the 

state for grain. Thus the Great Leap Forward had resulted in further distortion of 

agriculture resources among various regions and decline in overall agriculture output 

level as well as in its quality and diversification.  

As for the agricultural trade, the state commerce dominated the exchange of major 

agricultural products and enjoyed near monopoly over the domestic market. Along with 

grain, cotton and vegetable oils were subject to unified procurement; farmers could sale 

cotton only to state since the government prohibited other organizations and individuals 

from involving in cotton trade. However, regional and local authorities sometimes 

permitted farmers to sell grain and oilseeds to other buyers at market price, but the trade 

was conducted only within the same local territory and on a moderate amount. Having 

experienced famine and scarcity of food for years, China needed an additional source to 

ensure the people adequate level of grain and basic food security. Not only in agriculture 

but also in industrial sector China had a certain policy when it comes to export and 

import: What is imported was paid out by what was exported. To reduce the food scarcity 

China had engaged in importing more of grain and paid for it by exporting other 

foodstuffs majority of which are sold under rationing system that resulted in further 

shortage of the same kind. 

Even though the heavy industrialization and emphasized grain production did help boost 

production for short time, the distortions created by the central planning system, 

especially the lack of producers’ incentive, poor productivity performance4 in agriculture 

and highly imbalanced national economy was severe. From 1960 till 1970 China went 

through a major food shortage which was less severe in the beginning of the central 

planning system. Aggressive obligations by the state on the rural society with irrational 

economic and social policies had ruined the peasants’ trust not only in the collective 

farming, but also in the communist party itself and its entire socialist system. By the end 

                                                             
4 Despite the heavy emphasis on grain production there was no sign of improvement in the performance of 
the grain production. 
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of 1970s China was in so much in ill shaped that the government had to embark on 

overall economic reform.  

2.2. Agricultural reform 

In 1978 China made a decision to open up its economy to the world which brought about 

a turning point in its economic growth like never before. Comparing to the pre-reform 

GDP growth of around 3 percent a year, more nearly 10 percent average GDP growth rate 

since the reform for continuous 2 decades is an impressive growth. Chinese reform began 

in agriculture sector in a gradual way with a series of packages which resulted in several 

times higher than pre-reform growth rate in all major economic sectors, and subsectors of 

each. State intervention in production, marketing and pricing were reduced significantly, 

giving more chance and space to market forces. With reduced intervention regional 

specialization and interregional trade increased. However, the most important change was 

made in the institutional organization, decentralizing the collective farming to Household 

Responsibility System. Within the first five years of the reform, the agricultural output 

increased output nearly doubles of which more than one third is came from HRS alone. 

Another significant change was brought into the pricing system. The government carried 

out price upward adjustment which resulted increase in income received by farmers. Thus 

price reform counts for the change in the post reform productivity growth, major studies 

show. However, since the 80s the agriculture growth somehow stagnated which is a 

common experience after a rapid economic growth for most developing countries. This 

effect took place rather slowly in China thanks to the above two successful reforms. At 

any rate, the agriculture reform thus provided a pleasant pre-condition for further 

economic reforms. 

2.2.1 Household responsibility system 

Chinese leaders introduced a policy to stimulate farmers’ incentive in agricultural 

production which had not been enough for favorable agriculture output. The policy 
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allowed farm families to work out a piece of land5 for use under contract for a certain 

period. Earlier land-use contracts were fixed at only one to three years, but due to this 

short period of ownership the willingness to invest in land quality was inadequate as well 

as in rural infrastructure. The contract duration was extended from three till fifteen years 

to encourage the incentive activities in land quality and investment activities that would 

yield back in the long term. In exchange for the right to own land, households were to 

supply the state with fixed quota of farm production. And whatever surplus generated, 

after rent and the tax payment, would belong to the farmers; they could either keep it for 

their own use or sell to state or on market pairs.6 In other words, by linking rewards 

directly with effort, which was the major drawback in previous regime, the contract 

system was expected to boost the incentives of farmers and encourage production 

efficiency. There were types of the contracts and among them the strictest contract was 

House Responsibility System.7 Under the HRS farmers had full control over the input and 

output along with the responsibility for their obligation of tax and sales of the products.  

The government planning of procurement and sales still continued, but the scope of 

planning was gradually reduced and was performed through the various contract terms. 

Production means, such as land, machinery equipment, planting techniques and draft 

animals were distributed equally among the households within a village. Households 

further elected the village community who represent the village and hold responsibility 

for utilizing the indivisible fixed capital. Replacing the collective farming system by HRS 

system showed an immediate increase in output, productivity and most importantly 

increase in farmers’ income. It was adopted throughout the country and was fully 

completed covering 98 percent of all households by the beginning of 1984 (Chai, 1997).  

By 1984 the government successfully eliminated the commune system which was the 

hallmark of Chinese socialism for over twenty years.   

                                                             
5  However the land was still collectively owned. 
6 Except for state commercial channel, market fairs always existed and farmers could sale excess 
crops on market fairs. 
7 The official name of HRS however was given in 1981, 2 years later than the initiation of contract 
system. 
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2.2.2. Reform of price  

The second important change brought by reform was the upward price adjustment for 

certain agricultural products, especially for grain which had been in priority concern 

since the pre-reform period.  Although the price reform had started at the same time with 

HRS its implementation was rather slow. 

Prior to reform goods were categorized into three groups: the first category goods were 

grain, cotton, edible vegetable oils, that is, the ones vital to people’s livelihood and those 

were subject to the procurement quota. The second group included most of the important 

farm and sidelines products such live pigs and crops that were under rationing system. 

The third group’s products were local specialties, diverse commodities, such as spices 

and small farm animals. And there were 3 kinds of prices: quota price, above quota price 

and the negotiated price. Quota price applied to the corps sold in fulfillment of 

compulsive level determined by state and the latter applied to the corps sold in excess of 

the procurement quota and excess of assigned purchase of second category goods. Under 

negotiated purchase both sale volume and sale price were negotiated between the state 

commercial agencies. These last category products, along with the excess production of 

those of first and the second group were purchased at negotiated price. However, during 

Mao’s Great Leap Forward, the negotiated price was removed from the state commercial 

system and as a state being a monopsony on the domestic trade market the first two prices 

were dominant in state commercial system.  

To restore the financial incentive to farmers government made price adjustments for farm 

goods in three big moves.  

Firstly, in 1979, the government initially adjusted prices for some 18 main farm products.  

These products included grain, soybean, cotton and live pigs which had respective 

upward adjustment by 20, 15, 15 and 26 per cent and oil bearing products by 26 percent. 

For other commodities such as hemp, sugar- beet, eggs, beef, lamb animal skins and 

aquatic products, price increases ranged from 20 to 50 per cent (People’s daily 
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newspaper, 1979). Soon in 1980-1981 procurement quota prices for cotton, soy beans 

were raised.  

Secondly, for above quota grain production, the price went up till 50 per cent. Thirdly, 

followed by these previous adjustments, there was also a considerable upward price 

adjustment for non-grain products such as cotton. 

 The marker price changes in 1979-1984 did work well for motivating the farmers’ 

incentive. The income they received boosted significantly thanks to these price changes, 

selling larger proportion of the products at various reasonable prices: first, they could sell 

to the state at above quota prices, secondly at negotiated prices and thirdly they could sell 

to the new market entrants at market prices. The structure of agricultural purchase prices 

had been improved in the pace of the price changes through 1979-19848 (see Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Indices of Agricultural Prices (selected products, 1979,1984 and 1992) 

 

Crops 1979 1984 1992 
Grain    
      Wheat 121.5 121.7 176.0 
       Rice 120.7 120.7 200.3 
       Soy beans 114.9 160.9 323.3 
Industrial crops    
       Vegetable oils  
         and oil seeds 

 
123.9 

 
124.7 

 
220 

       Cotton 
       Tobacco 

117.0 
100.3 

125.1 
122.6 

 270 
 160.3 

 Non crops       
        Livestock 
        Aquatic products 

122.6                               185.4 
117.5                               127.5 

532.4 
563.5 

Source: China’s rural statistical textbook 1991, 1993 

On the other side, as for the grain, the state had a policy of buying as much as farmers 

wished to sell at the above quota price. This policy from the state can be explained by 

rather political reason that it had desired to keep raising prices farmers while at the same 

                                                             
8 Prior to reform purchase prices were organized by three relatively “low” prices: 1. Agricultural 
products in compared to industrial products, 2. Crops compared to non crops, and 3. Food grain 
compared to industrial crops. 
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time maintaining its traditional role as a guarantor of an adequate and affordable 

foodstuff to urban consumers.  

Source: State Statistical bureau, 1996  

Figure 1: Price Subsidies in billion Yuan 

Grain purchased at above quota price was sold at considerably lower than planned sales 

prices in urban cities caused substantial high financial losses. After the second movement 

in price changes the state already had to compensate the urban residents. State’s expenses 

on price subsidies became even more difficult when outputs began to grow sharply, 

especially in 1982 when unexpected output growth occurred.  

Financial burden had prompted the government to take further steps in the agricultural 

price reform and from 1983 the system of above quota sales at bonus prices were 

removed. It started with oil bearing products, followed by cotton and grain. The different 

price system was now replaced with one price system, which was roughly weighted 

average of above quota and quota price so called proportionate price. And in 1984 and in 

1985 the state announced the abolishment of mandatory quotas for cotton and grain, 

respectively, and they were replaced by a two-track system, that is coexistence of market 

and proportionate price. 

 In the middle of 1985 almost all farm products were freed from compulsory procurement 

quota, with exception for grain and cotton and oil crops. Under the new contract system 
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farmers were obliged to sell a certain proportion of their products to state at fixed 

contract price that is, at proportionate rate. And the rest they could sell at market pairs at 

market prices. Even the state commercial agencies themselves would buy in markets at 

market prices just to ensure the needs of beyond contract amount to the state and 

moreover, the state had guaranteed to purchase the farm products at fixed price if the 

market price tended to decline in order to avoid price fluctuation. 

The logic behind these price changes was to unburden the state from the price subsidies 

at the same time giving market greater role on price adjustment. But this policy had 

caused a significant decline in price paid out to farmers since the contract price was fixed 

at average of the above and the quota price. This resulted in a dramatic decline in the 

proportion products sold at state fixed price since 1985 and by 1992 it accounted only for 

15 percent of total agriculture purchases(Chai, 1997) which meant that 85 per cent of 

agricultural trades were performed in market at market prices.  With the drop in the grain 

and cotton production since 1985 the governments declared in 1986-1987 grain and 

cotton procurement were no longer voluntary and mandatory production targets were 

revived to ensure contract fulfillment once again.  

2.2.3. Market liberalization and agricultural trade    

The third important part of the agriculture reform was the increase of market 

liberalization and market role of primary agriculture productions. To expand the role of 

market, the government decided to import more grain products, reduce the number of 

products classified to mandatory quota and agriculture planning which a result of “self 

sufficiency” policy from pre-reform period.  

From the beginning of the reform in 1978 till 1986 the market liberalization increased 

and state planning dropped gradually as pictured above. Market fairs were playing a 

much bigger role as a result of the government policy to promote “multi channels” for 

commerce alongside with state commercial channel. Since then individuals were 

permitted to establish small-scale business and engage in trade in animal products, 

vegetables and crops. In the early 1980s liberalization of many agricultural products such 
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as horticulture, dairy, fish, livestock and animal husbandry sectors was accomplished to 

increase farmers’ and peasants’ income as well as bringing more diversity on market and 

pushing up agricultural productivity and output for several years. Free market of grain 

was permitted during the procurement period in 1985, Moreover, for the first time in 

history, the government allowed cotton to be traded on the market. However, following 

the output drop from 1985 and onward, grain trade was limited: only then, when the local 

grain quotas were fulfilled the government allowed other organizations, individuals, non-

state enterprises and collectives to trade in grain locally and in long-distance regions. 

Since 1986, when government also regained its monopolistic power on cotton and rice 

and as the voluntary procurement contract was made mandatory again the administrative 

intervention in market and production had been increasing till the beginning of 1990s.  

The process of trade liberalization, especially that of grain market once again gained its 

momentum in the early 1990s. The government took an experimental step forward in 

different regions to grain and cotton market reform in two ways: one, abolishing rationing 

while maintaining mandatory contract delivery or elimination of both rationing and 

mandatory contract deliveries (Sicular, 1996). By the end of 1993, almost all of Chinese 

provinces had adopted the measurement although most maintained the mandatory 

contract and with intention to remove it, the government equaled the contract price to the 

level of market price. The same year “Government responsibility” system was introduced 

under which governor of a province was responsible for full grain marketing including 

adjusting supply and demand, managing financing and production means distribution and 

production. The system had successfully stopped the centralized grain production since it 

adjusts the production to the local differences and conditions. After more than a decade 

of series of reform packages resulted in rapid income growth, the grain prices were no 

more sensitive and less important in food consumption and most purchase of grain 

products by consumers were conducted on free markets rather than state grain stores.  
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2.3. Growth and contribution to the overall economi c 

growth 

 
Table 2: Average Annual Growth Rate of Agriculture, 1952-1987 

 

 Subsector 1952-1978 1979-1984 1984-1987 

Crops 2.5 7.1 1.4 
     Grain 2.4 4.8 -0.2 
     Cotton 2.0 17.7 -12.9 
Animal husbandry 4.0 10.0 8.5 
Fishery 19.9 12.7 18.6 

Sidelines   43 53 -10 

Total (agriculture) 2.9 7.7 4.1 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture planning Bureau, 1989, Ministry of Agriculture, 1987 

Agricultural growth reached its peak in 1979-1984 at annual rate of 7.1 indicating the 

efficiency of HRS especially from grain production and market liberalization of many 

other products. In the meanwhile income, employment and output from rural regions also 

increased which had an impact on demand for more foodstuffs in rural areas and caused 

product diversity on the market. Share of animal husbandry had more than doubled, from 

4 percent till 8.5 in the end of 1987, that is, within a decade. These changes were 

attributed to the reduced government controls and restricted productions. Definitely, the 

price reforms influenced the growth for good through their influence on application of 

level of input, inducing more incentive and changing crop pattern. As a part of China’s 

market development, following the impressive agriculture sector growth, a big rural 

market was created for consumer goods and it generated a large saving fund for 

investment in rural enterprises. They had engaged not only in producing and 

manufacturing goods but also service activities such as distributing, delivery, retail 

business, establishing and running public eating places. However this growth gave only 

one time boost (see Table 1).  

While grain and cotton production decreased, especially since 1985, other major 

agricultural products such as fruit, oil crops and meat had been rising throughout the 
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reform period showing the movement from the grain to non-grain production had a 

positive impact on the output growth. Thanks to the Government Responsibility System, 

there was a shift of production resources from profit bringing products to more profitable 

ones as well taking into consideration regional difference and condition, more 

importantly production in line with local advantages. 

Table 3: Annual Growth Rate of Chinese Economy, 1970-2000 
 

Sector 1970-78 1979-84 1985-95 1996-2000 
Agriculture 2.7 7.7 4.0 3.4 

Industry 6.8 8.2 12.8 9.6 
Service    n.a 11.6 9.7 8.3 

GDP 4.9 8.8 10,2 7.9 

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China, World Bank, 1996, various issues  

Compared with other sectors the agriculture was growing almost as fast as industrial 

growth in first five years of reform. Following the overall  declining of agricultural sector 

since middle 1980s the demand for grain production from both rural and urban costumers 

had slowed down, and  in the middle 90s the growth fell down to the level of less than 

one-third of industrial (see table 3). The stagnation in this period could be partially 

explained by the poor infrastructure investment since mid 1980s. It is generally accepted 

that the post reform Chinese economic growth, especially in 1978-1984 is driven by the 

productivity increase in sectors.  

Despite the slowdown in the agriculture sector the economy as a whole showed no sign 

of cooling down and the further phase of growth of Chinese economy is attributed to rise 

of industrial sector from mid 1980s till the beginning of 1990s. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Industrial Sector 

Next wave of the reform covers the period between the middle of 1980s and till the 

beginning of 1990s. In this period the post reform economic growth is mainly belong to 

the industrial sector contribution. Since the reform in the late 70s, followed by the 

successful agriculture sector, industrial sector reform was the most striking economic 

transformation in China had been the growth of non-state industry. The reform that began 

officially in 1984 concentrated on supporting the growth of non-state enterprises to 

compete with and decrease dominating state sector and decentralization power over the 

State Owned Enterprises and to improve the overall industrial efficiency.  

3.1 Industrial sector in pre-reform period 

3.1.1 Strategy and Policy Trend 

The development strategy during the pre-reform period aimed at various objectives such 

as catching up with western countries in per capita income, and reaching higher level of 

living standard as well as building a socialist society with a high degree of egalitarianism. 

One of the most prompting objectives was to achieve an independent strong industrial. 

The government had turned more attention to mobilization of domestic savings to finance 

the development of industry. The importance of industrialization was not an economic 

development term but also a matter of strong defense security for China. Having 

advanced and independent industrial capacity was considered as a powerful tool for 

protecting its socialist system and ensuring its power over the nation. Moreover, 
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international situation facing towards China also encouraged the self-reliance strategy. 

Wars with South Korea and Vietnam in 1950s and 1960s respectively, political conflicts 

and tempting relationships with the United States and Taiwan urged the leaders to 

accelerate industrialization and military structure. At this time China’s only link to the 

outside world was the Soviet Union and its Eastern European alliances. The strategy to 

realize these objectives was a copy from the Soviet Union style and its implementation 

was carried out by leaning against its help in both materialistic and advisory sense. 

Nonetheless to mention that not only was the strategy, but also China’s whole socialist 

system built on the foundation of the Soviet Union model: the collectivized agriculture 

sector, the centralized planning system, price scissors in financing industry and the 

autarky policy in the international trade. However, following the split of Sino-Soviet in 

the late 1950s, the China’s isolation from international community was almost complete.  

The ideal behind high emphasis of investment in the heavy industry is that more 

machines produce more production facilities and using those facilities industries would 

grow rapidly producing maximum level of consumption needed for the population at the 

same time reaching long term economic growth. As a result, after adopting the strategy 

and implementing it the biggest share of the state investment went to the heavy industry 

at the expense of light industry and the agricultural sector and the share even 

outperformed that of Soviet Union’s. Heavy industrial development did grow faster than 

that of light industry reaching its peak between middle of 1960 till the 1970s. Numbers of 

heavy industries were built in interior and mountainous areas of the mainland China with 

a reason that if a war broke out it would be difficult for the outsiders reach out to them. 

With the industries in major urban cities, the authorities attempted to disperse the plants 

across the country in order to distribute the industrial capability equally. 

With the introduction of Great Leap Forward in 1958 local industrialization was 

promoted in order to absorb underemployed local recourse as well as labor intensive and 

simple technology was encouraged together with capital intensive and advanced 

technology. Numbers of small rural industries were built up to bring decision making 

power to the regional and local level. In 1958 some 8000 centrally administrated 

enterprises were transferred to regional control. However, the large ones, approximately 
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1,200 of them were under strict control of state and were indeed a mere extension of tool 

for controlling the economy.  

3.1.2. State Owned Enterprises under Central Planni ng 

With the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, Communist party started the 

process of taking over all major state industries and enterprises, slowly moving to 

privately owned enterprises and foreign enterprises. In 1953-1957 private enterprises 

were transformed into joint ventures and absorbed into the state sector, with the former 

owners receiving a nominal interest payment on their capital along with foreign 

corporations while increasing the number of state owned enterprises(Chow, 2002) and by 

1957 all enterprises were either state owned or collectively owned.  

On the organizational side, the central hierarchy was too heavy which caused one of 

major deficiencies at the eve of the reform. At the very top of central hierarchy, there 

were 3 top economic organs: State Planning commission, State Economic Commission, 

Functional Bureau of the State Council and each of them also consisted of their own 

special bureaus. Below them were the ministries who were in charge of a branch industry 

and each industry had a subordinated department, each of which in turn controlled a 

group of enterprises. Enterprises were divided into three groups: centrally planned, where 

belong large and strategic enterprises, local controlled covering usually medium and 

small sized enterprises and lastly dual controlled. The enterprises falling between these 

two groups were under dual control by both central and local authorities. Each local 

authority had their own departments such as planning, economic, functional and 

specialized, etc before coming to the individual enterprise level. Needless to mention, 

that each enterprise was a subject to not only one but many immediate supervisors. An 

enterprise often received targets not only from its parent bureau, but also from specialized 

supporting functional bureau, both of them further have targets from the above level and 

as a result the line of command became blurred and problems of inconsistency, 

inflexibility and evasion of responsibility in decision making appeared due to too many 

administrative superiors above the level of the enterprise (Chow, 2002). Thus, both 
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planning and its carrying out process would go through several stages with large time 

consuming activities and high administrative cost which was a serious problem. 

For the operational side, those who fell into the local control had produced only for the 

local market, long distance trade between regions was not allowed until 1970s. Products 

from the centrally controlled enterprises were distributed through the central plan. In 

common with other central planning systems there was a problem to supply the right 

quantities and qualities of tools and material required for the production. Since there was 

no market system and price signal system to adjust the demand supply relation, most of 

the excess demand and supply were adjusted through barter(Liew, 1997). It means that in 

order to obtain needed input for the production through they had to keep goods in stock 

as a means of exchange and needed to store materials that are not needed currently before 

actual exchange takes places. This process in supply was resulted in again, considerably 

high transaction costs. 

In socialist countries it is common that employees working for state owned enterprises, 

proletariat workers are always given higher status than the rest of the labor force, 

especially farmers. In Chinese state enterprises, despite the fact the farmers supported the 

Communist Party to come to ruling position; it was proletariat workers’ class who 

enjoyed the various social benefits. Because State Owned Enterprises were a political and 

institutional organization besides being economic units and due to Mao’s approach for 

building a socialist system it was the place where workers to be transferred to “socialist 

person” who should be driven by non-material incentives in production. They were paid 

handsome salary, 9 granted a lifetime tenure, free housing, healthcare insurance, 

education, pension and lifetime job security. This was to indeed serve as a political 

instrument over different social groups to assure the power of the ideology. Non-material 

incentive was mainly for political reason. For an average worker the most longed reward 

was to became a member of the party and enjoy the promotions mentioned above. In 

absence of materialistic interest, for most workers their contribution to the enterprise 

production or productivity was nothing relevant and was more about political activism. 

As a result, enterprises did not retain any profits earned and workers were not even aware 
                                                             
9  However, it was low compared to international standards. 
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of being rewarded for their work. There was no relation between the workers’ 

performance and their payment, productivity of enterprises is highly dependent on 

collective performance inside enterprises and industrial sector’s productivity depends on 

the enterprises’ productivity.10 Since there were no reward for the performance, 

enterprises faced no competition and lack of incentive. Low productivity in the pre-

reform period was an unpleasant indicator of the Chinese planned economy. 

China reached its high rapid industrialization goal through carrying out large-scale 

mobilization of the recourses required on the base of the central planning system. Gross 

industrial output grew at an annual average of 12.5 per cent during the period 1951-1980 

(China’s Statistical Yearbook, 1981). In terms of net output the real growth rate was 

estimated at 10 per cent  a year by the World Bank for the period from 1957-1979 which 

was above the average of the other low-and middle income countries (World Bank, 

1983). However, there was serious problem with inefficiency and low productivity of the 

State Owned Enterprises. Moreover, they were heavy burden to the government and the 

economy in the sense of drawing state budget for their social benefit for their staffs and 

inducing unbalanced economic recourse over the society.  

3.2. Reform of Industrial sector 

At the beginning of the reform, Chinese industry basically consisted of four large 

ownership categories: State Owned enterprises, Collective Ownership Enterprises 

(COEs), individual owned enterprises, and so called other ownership groups consisting of 

Foreign Invested Enterprises (FIEs), share holding, oversea funded, private and 

domestically joint enterprises. FIEs further consisted of 3 kinds: jointly funded 

enterprises, cooperative ventures and fully foreign invested enterprises. Jointly funded 

enterprises, that is, cooperatively managed and developed. COEs were formed by Town-

ship and village enterprises, urban collectives and cooperatives. During the reform, the 

dominance of public sector, of SOEs and COEs was meant to decline through 

                                                             
10 As mentioned in chapter one, the wage for workers were set low if the price of agriculture was to 
be kept low, the price scissor effect effects negatively on enterprises’ productivity.  
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decentralization of ownership and control to local governments. The process took 2 

forms, first, by expanding the township village enterprises and secondly, devolution of 

the state control to local units. The decentralization of the control was supported by the 

policy “retain the large and release the small” and the state gradually let go except those 

large and the rest was left to the local units’ control. Reform of industrial sector China 

did not concentrate on privatization of state of enterprises as other transition economies 

chose; instead it had encouraged the growth of other forms of firms to compete with 

those of state owned.  As a result numbers of varieties of enterprises were on the rise 

since 1980s, even including the SOEs. Much of increase in COEs is attributed especially 

to TVEs. 

3.2.1 The Township  Village Enterprises 

During the time of Mao’s Great Leap Forward on the name of supporting rural 

development, early township and village enterprises were established as collective 

enterprises, however most of them turned out to be unsustainable. In 1970s they had 

raised once again as a result of governments wish to promote production key inputs for 

the agricultural mechanization such as machinery, chemical fertilizer and various other 

facilities. They policy had benefited and actually went beyond the level of government 

target, as a result few parts of the country reaching a self sustaining rural 

industrialization. And since 1978 the growing TVEs are considered to be an important 

character during reform period having played in major role in declining importance of 

agricultural sector, making shift in much of the agricultural labor force into industrial 

sector and was an integral part of rural industrial reform.  

One of the special characters of TVEs that define TVEs lies in their ownership structure. 

They firms had formed a mixed ownership form which was not “weird” in an 

environment with immature property or ownership right. There were TVEs as collective 

enterprises under the local, township and village authorities, even under production team 

and by private individuals and groups in some areas. Theoretically, local citizens were 

the owners of the TVEs, however to understand the meaning of ownership it is important 

to know who has the residual right of control and who enjoys the residual benefit of the 
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TVEs (Grossman, et al., 1986). In the beginning of the reform each local government had 

the control over the most aspects of TVEs running, starting from setting funds, approving 

projects through distributing labor forces and appointing workers within its limit. They 

even had conducted managerial role in everyday operation process in TVEs. Later, they 

had delegated a share its controlling power to professional managers, who were to consult 

with the governments on taking all major decisions. Even if the managers were given full 

control they would not be independent on the local government in the sense that the 

managers were appoint by them. Local citizens had no participation in electing managers. 

Further, the local officers were appointed by higher government authorities deriving the 

state power over the TVEs. Thus, there was a broad gap between the ownership and the 

control rights in TVEs. Another question addressed in ownership matter is who the 

beneficiaries after paying taxes to the state. Common sense suggests that the local 

governments are the main receivers; however from the revenue collected the nominal 

owner citizens had their share of residual benefits as well. After paying taxes, the largest 

share, more than half of total profit goes to the central and the rest is most likely come as 

fees to TVE. The local governments divide the profit for various social programs such as 

reconstructing roads, building schools, infrastructure development for the whole 

commune and for operation and growth and development of TVEs providing with 

comfortable working environment and facilities. These fees for further development of 

TVEs account for 60 percent of the profit left over (Chang, et al., 1994) which in the long 

run benefits more the citizens and workers.  

 

The growth of TVEs is attributed surely to local government leaders in a great deal. The 

benefit being controlled by them is more significant for TVEs growth and for citizens 

more than being controlled by the owners, the local residents. The main capital source for 

establishing and operating TVEs was loans from rural financial institutes, banks; and 

without the support of local government access to those outside recourses will be highly 

restricted for citizens to obtain. Although the citizen could contribute from their financial 

sources, it would not be significant for large scale benefits for whole community and long 

term development of TVEs. Since the most government officials are well educated and 

informed their managerial skill in running the TVEs, organizing major projects and 
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making production decisions are crucial for TVEs being efficient and profitable. In many 

ways TVEs were favored to private enterprises with local administration support.  They 

had paid modest taxes, less by 250% than those levied on private enterprises (Chang, et 

al., 1994). The World Bank research concluded with findings that the heaviest tax burden 

is not levied on enterprises in the less developed regions, but in the developed coastal 

regions with above average rural industry growth rates. They paid for energy at regulated 

low prices while it was hardly available to private enterprises even at market prices. 

Moreover they were protected from the outside competition as they were appointed by 

the local government as favorable suppliers. The most that the citizens could contribute 

was their labor; however it is easily replaceable in a labor abundant economy. Growing 

TVEs could vacancy them more job with higher salary as there was a growing gap 

between the salaries paid in industrial and agricultural sector. Thus giving the control 

power in hands of local unit officials was more beneficial at low cost since they are given 

very broad power over citizens’ private, social, politic and economic lives and could 

ensure the TVEs long term growth and development furthermore for the local community 

as a whole  through authority and managerial skill. 

3.2.1.2 Critical Differences between SOEs and TVEs 

Firstly, a big difference between the SOEs and the TVEs involve incentives and 

efficiency facing them. It has been suggested that there is a considerable relationship 

between the efficiency and ownership type of enterprises. The SOEs are owned by all 

nations and controlled by one of the highest level of governments while TVEs are 

controlled by the local officials with local citizens being the nominal owners and they 

could pressure the local authorities if their demands were not met. Therefore, the success 

of TVEs is easily seen and could be monitored by the citizen, and the local leaders have 

incentive to provide the residents wide range of goods and services and determined to 

achieve economic growth within their communities. The managers of TVEs had 

incentives to work efficiently since they were paid according to how well perform, 

moreover the TVEs are relatively small comparing to SOEs and the local officials could 

monitor the performance of managers easily. Compared to workers in the SOEs, workers 

in the TVEs were mostly likely to be paid in accordance with their performance; only 6 
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percent of the former compared to 92 per cent of the latter were paid on piece rate basis 

(Liew, 1997). Thus the success of TVEs closely tied to the local government official, 

which was not the case of the SOEs. The higher level of officials controlling SOEs were 

given more status on political criteria than on the success of SOEs and clearly no citizen 

was able to nor had incentive to monitor the performance of the SOEs. 

 

Secondly, the TVEs behave more like profit maximizing private firms, while the SOEs 

do not. The SOEs are given production goals to achieve and they do not intend to 

produce beyond the target or sell above the plan. When the target is failed just certain 

responsible bodies (managers) are punished. On the contrast, the TVEs operate outside 

the central planning. They have more autonomy in production autonomy and market 

exposure than do the SOEs, thereby exposing them to greater market competition and 

discipline (Jefferson, et al., 1998) 

. 

Thirdly, the SOEs are not allowed to go bankrupt even when they are poorly run because 

they are provided with state subsidies and loans as all major banks are state owned. The 

SOEs could obtain loans frequently on political rather than economical criteria just to 

sustain the SOEs. On the contrast, TVEs do not develop expectation of soft budget 

constraint which enforce them to be independent financially and rely on their own bailout 

and neither had they enjoyed politically motivated loans and large subsidies. In 1989, 

about 3 million TVEs went bankrupt; virtually all loss-making state enterprises, on the 

other hand, were rescued by the state (Liew, 1997). Thus, the fear of failure is the gear of 

being efficiency and innovative for TVEs, a pure indicator of that of successful a market 

system.  These were the main factors that made the TVEs run more efficient than the 

SOEs and growing fast in terms of scale and profit especially from the mid 1980s till the 

1990s. 

3.2.2 Changes in the State Owned Enterprises  

The SOEs of China are few in numbers and concentrate on especially heavy industries 

such as steel and chemical production. And they are “famous” for being inefficient and 

uncompetitive mainly due to poor governance, soft budget constraint, absence of 
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incentive and broad sense of control relationships. The SOEs had been losing their 

dominance since the economic reform began. While in the late 1970s the share of the 

SOEs in total industrial output more than 76 percent, the share of the non-state sector 

exceeded 70 percent in 1998 ad 1999 (Delmurger, et al., 2002). Greater part of the 

decline is due to the dynamic growth of the COEs and private enterprises, although some 

part is accounted for the privatization of small SOEs. The privatization was not popular 

in the early stage of the reform, though. The intention of the leaders was not to privatize 

the middle and large SOEs but to transfer them into “modern enterprise corporations” in 

which the state retained at least a majority shareholding (Tylecote, et al., 2004).  

 

Over the 1980s the reforms mainly concentrated on decentralization by decreasing  

bureaucracy and giving more automony of production decision to enterprises. In doing 

so, the government introduced the Contract Responsibility System, (CRS) an industrial 

sector version  of House Responsibiliy System, in which property rights was separated 

from managerial rights, the first sign of modern corporate governance appearing in the 

SOEs. Under the contracts, the manager or the chief executive (CEO) acted as a legal 

representative of the enterprise and was granted to make certain decision while operating 

the firm on fixed duration, usualy for 2-4 years. The contracts included all major 

indicators of the enterpirse operation and performance such as profit delivery, tax 

obligations, debt payment, asset utility and technical innovation product diversity and the 

use of profits made. Moreover, it specified the volume of output, its price to be delivered 

to the state, and the dependence of CEOs payment on the performance of the enterprise. 

There was no firm with a CRS contract in 1980, only 2 percent in 1984, but 42 in 1987 

and 88 percent in 1989  (See Table 5). Further step was taken to deepen the managerial 

right separation from the central government in 1988 when law of SOE was passed.  It 

also had cleared the authority and responsibility, ownership clarification and scientific 

management. The SOE law strictly prohibited the government’s direct intervention in the 

enterprises management over which only the manager have full responsibility. Prior to 

the reform the managers had no right to determine the employees’ wage; the government 

set it as almost a deterministic function of the employees certain feature such as age, 

gender and education while ignoring the effort made by them. However, the government 
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wage determination had been declining over the years and the share of firms with wage 

discretion by managers rose from 1 percent in 1980 till 35 percent in 1989.   

 
Table 4: Trends of Decentralized Reforms in the 1980s 

 

  1980 1982 1983 1985 1987   1988   1989 
 

Autonomy of production 
decisions 

  
0.07   

 
0.10 

 
0.14 

 
0.25 

 
0.53 

 
0.64  

 
0.67 

Share of output under 
mandatory 

                 plan of the 
government 

 n.a    
 

n.a n.a 0.62 0.58 0.57 0.57 

Share of firm with wage 
discretion 

 0.01  0.01 0.02 0.09 0.2 0.32 0.35 

Share of firms under CRS 
 

 0.00    
 

0.00 0.01 0.4 0.42 0.83 0.88 

Source: Lixin Li Xu, The Productivity of Efficiency of decentralized reforms, 1998. Survey of State 
Enterprise 1980-1989. 
 

At the eve of the reform the government took all production decision but since then the 

proportion of autonomous enterprises had been increasing, it was 25 percent in mid 1980s 

and in 1989 it reached 67 percent (see Table 4). There was a declining tendency in 

mandatory output by the enterprises delivered to the state as well. 

 Although the intervention of government was reduced, the managers obtained more 

freedom in operating SOEs those reforms had showed some disadvantages and 

weaknesses by the beginning of 1990s and efficiency of SOEs did not improve 

substantially.  Levels of productivity remain low by international standards and they had 

continued to generate heavy financial losses. Firstly, the contract duration was too short 

to adopt long term growth projects. Secondly, the CRS suffered from information 

asymmetry in the sense that the information regarding the performance was hard to 

obtain therefore, it is harder to judge the quality of the manager’s performance. A survey 

by World Bank concluded that those with management system tended to even worse than 

those without and appeared to have lower capital and labor productivity. An information 

asymmetry related to manager arose from the fact that the contracts of CRS was simply 

assigned by the government without any competitive method. It means that the managers 
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could manipulate the performance in order to make the target seen as easily reached. 

Moreover, the performance targets in the contract were indeed numerous as mentioned 

above. And when the manager face constraints regarding inputs and pursue multiple 

targets he is more likely to operate as if under a plan than like an independent commercial 

firm(Xu, 1998). Also no systematical correction was offered to enterprises as the SOEs 

were not allowed to go bankrupt in the 1980s.  

 

Facing those problems the government passed another important law, The Company law 

in 1993 with intention to full the further need of marketization in industrial sector. 

According to this law the reformed SOEs could transfer to one of four different types of 

enterprises, namely Limited Liability Company, joint-stock limited liability, employ 

shareholding cooperative and private enterprises. Most small SOEs had taken forms of 

the latter two enterprises through mergers, auctions, and bankruptcies. These activities 

had become commonplace in 1990s in Chinese economy. Those who were making truly 

loss and with no buyer were found to be shut down. The most successful middle and 

larger SOEs made themselves available to outside financial resources outside the state 

sector by transferring to former two types of enterprises with a lot similar organizational 

system that of capitalist firm, that is, they had board of directors, supervisory board and 

moreover, shareholder meetings. Except for those with outside shareholder, there were 

SOEs that remained purely under state control. Few of the larger and outward oriented 

enterprises that entered joint-ventures with foreign management could practice more 

professional management however the management skill is still limited most of them 

lacking professional middle management that would suit for China’s situation.   

 

 In 1993 Apart from the Company Law, some more significant decisions related to 

abolishing price control and two-track price system and minimizing state mandatory plan 

in the framework of China’s becoming “socialist market economy” were taken. In the 

scope of expanding markets, prices of some 600 industrial products were decontrolled. 

(Lardy, 2002) leaving approximately 80 industrial and transport goods prices set by the 

state. Industrial reform, especially in the SOEs is still incomplete after 2 decades of 

reform ongoing.  
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3.3 Performance and contribution to economy  

Since the adoption of the reform policy Chinese industry has maintained a high speed 

impressive growth throughout 1980s and till mid 1990 (see Table 1). However, it slightly 

declined since 1995 which is due to the shift from high-speed economic growth to a 

stable high speed. The fast industrial growth has assured not only Chinese people with 

higher living standard and abundant manufacturing goods, it had provided world market 

with variety of commodities at affordable price. The size of Chinese industry exceeds that 

of every nation. Since the economic reform the market system had been strengthening 

gradually while ensuring growing competition in industrial sector and encouraging 

diversified ownership types. The numbers of enterprises increased considerably in both 

non-state and state sector (see Table 5). At the outlet of the reform there were only 380 

thousands of enterprises but it jumped to nearly 8 millions of all types of enterprises 

which is more than impressive. Those firms had employed more than 140 million 

workers in middle 1990 which is nearly equal to combined industrial work force of all 

OECD countries (World Bank, 1997). 

 

Table 5: Numbers of Enterprises in selected years (in thousands) 
 

Type of enterprise   1980    1985    1990 1995    1996 

 
State owned  
Collective owned 
   Township owned 
    Village owned 
    Cooperative 
Individual owned 
Others 

 
83.4 

293.5 
186.6 

n.a 
n.a 
n.a 
0.4 

 
93.7 

    367.8 
    217.1 
     632.6 
     741.7 
3,347.8 

1.7 

    
  104.4 

 1,668.5 
      228.7 
      680.8 
      596.8 

6,176.0 
8.8 

   
  118.0 
1,475.0 

      228.8 
      689.9 
      371.6 

5,688.2 
111.1 

   
  113.8 
1,591.8 

      202.3 
       678.4 
       518.6 

6,210.7 
122.3 

 
Total  377.3 3,811.0 7,957.8 7,341.5 7,986.5 

Source: China state Statistical Bureau 1986, 1993, 1996 and 1997. China industrial Economy 
Statistical Yearbook 1991.  
 

Industrial competition further enriches the market by increase in output volume, increase 

in demand for production factors and production efficiency therefore increasing share in 
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GDP from industrial sector. The state owned sector had been growing nearly 8 percent 

per year, however the much of Chinese industrial growth in 15 years of reform is due two 

2 principal engines. Much of the growth in the middle 1980 is attributed to the non-state 

sector, especially the TVEs. Many agree that TVEs was the main success of industrial 

reform. They outperformed the growth rate of SOEs by more than double, reporting 

almost 22 percent of average growth rate till the middle 1990s. The second important 

factor that served as engine of the growth of industrial sector in 1990s, that is, especially 

since the opening of the economy is so called “other” sector individual enterprises, joint-

stock enterprises, and domestic joint ventures and foreign invested economies (see Table 

6). Foreign invested enterprises accounted for the 16 per cent of total industrial output in 

1999. Although in the beginning of opening joint ventures numbered one, solely foreign 

invested firms increased rapid after Deng-Xiaoping tour of Southern Province in 1992. 

Table 6: Growth of real output in Chinese industry, selected years, 1980-1996 
(1980=100) 

 

Type of 

enterprises 
1985 1990 1995 1996 

 1980-

1990 

1990-

1996 

State owned 148 210 313 329 7.7 7.8 

Collective owned 

Individual owned 

247 

21,752 

554 

126,057 

1,858 

973,10

3 

2,246 

167,72

4 

21.5 

80.0 

26.3 

44.9 

Other  492 3,530 37,663 46,615 46.8 53.7 

Total 176 328 893 1,040 15.8 21.2 

Source: China state statistical Bureau, 1996, 1997 
 
 However, the productivity and the profitability level differ in state and non-state sectors. 

Many studies on TFP show that the impact of COEs on Total Factor Productivity (TFPs) 

was positive and even much higher than that of State Owned Enterprises. There are 

several factors that contributed to TFP such as increased labor force participation, its shift 

into industrial sector and technological improvement during this period. In state industry 

it grew at average 2-4 percent in 1980-1990s while it was 12 percent in TVEs (Jefferson, 

et al., 1998).  
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The successful agricultural reform counts too, as it had left more available workers to the 

expanding TVEs. The attribution of peasant labor is an important factor of the success of 

TVEs. They were employed at relatively lower discount than the permanent workers, 

therefore some argue that the TVEs success is due to cheap wage and other cost 

minimizing practices. World Bank’s survey found that in 1985-1994 the Chinese GDP 

grew annually nearly 10 percent, of which 2.2 percent is due to the increase in the TFP 

(World Bank, 1997). Sluggish productivity growth is state sector can be explained by 

capital productivity due to over investment (Jefferson, et al., 1998) and the most 

productive and successful SOEs were transfering to other type of enterprises such joint-

stock enterprises leaving state sector.  

 

As for profitability, it decreased in a continious way since middle 1980s. In state sector 

profit declined from 18 to 10 percent of output in 1988-1999, in collective enterprises it 

felt from 10 percent till near 6 percent (H.Jefferson, 1994). The coeexistence of 

improving efficiency and declining profitability in industrial sector could be observed 

here. It can be explained that prior to reform the governmet set the prices and monoplized 

the profit, however since the reform with the emerging market competition and with more 

producers on industrial field, and brough about the price competition and failed the state 

monopolized profit. Because of soft budget constraint, the loss making enterprises were 

still in competition instead of being shut down, which  induced other enterprises to keep 

their prices lower than the desirable profit making level. This resulted in the profit 

decrease across entire industry. Also, since the outlet of the reform, the wages of workers 

in the field have increased which drew the profits to fall. Lastly, the contribution of 

revenues shifted to other sectors, especially banks, agriculture,wholesale and retail sales. 

Drop in profitability could be taken as inevitable in the process of refom, as it did not fail 

to improve efficiency in the industrial sector.  

 

The key behind Chinese stable economic growth since the early 1990s is the opening to 

the world trade and integration with global market. The inflow of Foreign Direct 

Investment enabled Chine to modern technology, foreign capital accumulation and 
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available global distribution network. The competition from the outside world forced 

China to be more competitive, innovative and efficient.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Foreign Trade 

The third period concerns 1992-1998. It was a period of collective firms, foreign direct 

investment flourished, trade acceleration and increased export import activities. China 

has reached a high economic growth in the past without any large-scale trade however 

failed to maintain.11 The “Open door” policy was adopted as an integral part of China’s 

new development strategy in late 1970s and the changes it brought to China’s economic 

growth was significant. A comprehensive evaluation of China’s “open door” strategy 

requires a detailed analysis of its main features, which are trade liberalization, foreign 

direct investment liberalization, utilization of foreign loans, export of labor for 

construction work abroad, the development of special economic zones, and the 

development of tourist industry (Chow, 2002).  In twenty years since the reform, Chinese 

trade had increased 500 times and manufactured goods accounted for almost 90 percent 

of China’s export to OECD countries (Breslin, 1992). Its growing trade participant on the 

world market can be seen thousands of china origin goods that float the shops starting 

from a corner shop till large hyper markets. 

4.1 Characteristics of Chinese trade prior to 1978 

After the World Second War was finished, most developing countries faced two 

alternative trade regimes when it came to their willingness to open to the world outside. 

One of them was an outward oriented trade strategy in which a country would be willing 

                                                             
11  From 1500 till 1850 China and India ranked number 1 and 2 in the world according to adjusted 
ppp GDP (Chai and Roy, 2006). 
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to link its domestic economy to the world economy mainly wishing to develop its 

industrialization with outside help. Rationally, in this regime a little control was put over 

the foreign trade and a protectionist behavior was chosen at minimum. Another one was 

an exact opposite, seeking to spur industrialization through policies to substitute imports 

by domestically produced goods which China opted to accomplish. China’s trade regime 

during this time should to be regarded as an extreme case of import substitution strategy, 

most economists agree. Its foreign trade policy could be expressed solely in one sentence: 

export was for import and import was for industrialization. 

Foreign trade was under heavy control of the state and was an integral part of central 

planning. International trade became an absolute monopoly of the government with the 

nationalization of few remaining non-state enterprises who engaged in trade. The main 

executive organization responsible for foreign trade was a Ministry of Foreign Economic 

Relations and Trade which was established in 1952. The ministry was under the control 

of both State Economic Commission and the State Central Planning Commission. It had 

carried out all transactions related to foreign trade, economic relation and technical 

cooperation with other countries through numbers of corporations specialized in export 

and import activities in certain range of products. These corporations are called Foreign 

Trade Corporations (FTCs). The numbers of the corporations gradually increased from 

six to twelve and then reached 16. They were responsible for implementing state foreign 

trade plan. The planned level of imports was simply the products that could not be 

domestically supplied and the planned export volume was set by planners at level to 

finance the imported good. Nonetheless to mention that China’s main demands for 

imported goods consisted of raw industrial materials, equipment, machinery and 

intermediate goods such as steel due to self-reliance policy. 

Under the state command trading system, the Chinese domestic prices were diverged 

from foreign prices through an arbitrary internal pricing system in which prices were set 

by government regardless to scarcity or cost. The use of foreign exchange was authorized 

by the government and all foreign exchanges earned were to be handed over to the central 

authority at the deliberately low set exchange rate. FTCs would procure products from 

domestic producers at internal prices and sale them at foreign prices on the world market. 
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Usually there would be an inconsistency between foreign prices converted at official 

exchange rate and domestic prices and generate profit or loss for FTC. The state budget 

would then absorb or cover them as either profit delivery or subsidies, under the practice 

known as “Preisausgleich”.  

On the other side, the goods would be purchased by FTCs at foreign price and sold to 

domestic consumers at internal artificial prices of domestically produced products of the 

same kind. Any loss made due to the discrepancy between the foreign price exchanged at 

domestic exchange rate would go to the state budget or be covered as either profit 

delivery or subsidies. As the Yuan was overvalued during most of the period most 

domestic prices for traded goods were above world market levels, and as a result most 

FTCs made profits on imports which were then used to compensate losses on export 

(World Bank, 1994), thus creating a general disincentive to export and an artificial 

incentive to import.  

Trade instruments such as quota, tariffs and licenses were hardly exercised during this 

period. Since the trades were made based on the quantity decisions by central planners, 

the price-behavior based responses such as tariffs were not used; the same for quotas as 

the volume of imported goods were planned in advance and could be controlled through 

FTCs.  

Among the disadvantage and the costs of China’s trade regime during pre-reform period, 

the air-lock12 created by FTCs between domestic producers and foreign market was 

regarded as a serious concern along with the rigid foreign exchange system, because of 

the inefficiency created by the inadequate knowledge on importance of export, lack of 

competition on the importing process. 

The openness of the Chinese trade was limited within the socialist bloc countries. 

Moreover, following the split of Sino-Union, its isolation from the world market became 

even deeper made China practically a completely closed country. Since the early 1970s, 

however it had gradually embarked on a journey to trade with non-communist countries. 

                                                             
12 Which was an explicit objective of FTCs to vitiate the artificial intensive created by the pricing 
system (Will Martin, 2000) 
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It had resulted in taking China a seat on the United Nation from Taiwan and a diplomatic 

relationship with Japan who helped China during the famine. Then on, there was an 

outstanding increase in trade volumes especially with Japan, the US and the Western 

Europe which was nearly as twice as much that of with socialist countries by the middle 

of 1970s. 

4.2 Trade sector since “open door” policy 

The reform in the foreign trade sector was focused on decentralizing the FTC, increasing 

numbers and types of enterprises engaging in foreign trade, other measurements being 

removing of foreign trade control, converging domestic price to world price through 

optimum exchange rate system, exchange rate system, thus eliminating the rigid 

exchange rate and the price reform increasing its guiding role to allocate resources 

efficiently.  

4.2.1 Decentralization of trade system and loosenin g trade 

controls 

Decentralization of the trading right, which was in the hands of few FTCs in the past, was 

initiated in 1979 with the issuing of several important documents by the Central 

Committee of the CCP and by the State Council with purpose to bring down the trading 

right to regional, further local authorities as well as increasing number of FTCs and 

approving enterprises with right to engage in foreign trade. According to those rules, all 

trading goods were categorized in three groups: The first group contains the goods that 

are important to people’s everyday life and were imported and exported in large scale 

only by FTCs and are remained under centralized controlling. The second type of 

commodities were those who have rather fluctuating prices and with different prices on 

the world market than domestic market and as well as export goods subject to quota 

restriction by foreign countries (Chai, 1997) and were under dual control of centralized 

and local trading corporations. The last group included all other commodities with which 

FTCs and other foreign trade enterprises with entitled rights. The numbers of such 

enterprises entitled involved in foreign trade increased substantially over the ensuing 
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years. Other ministries also reserved right to establish new trade corporations and 

existing FTCs were also allowed to assign their authorities to branch offices. By 1984 the 

monopoly power of FTCs were abolished. 

 

 The government introduced new rules on export, import license and duties in order to 

reduce mandatory planning in trade. Although for some commodities the quantitative 

target and mandatory delivery plan was still assigned, for others only value targets were 

assigned  to the local governments and the FTCs. But they had much freedom in how to 

fulfill them. The planning in both quantitative and value targets were transferred 

gradually from the central government to the local authorities in turn assigned targets to 

their local trading enterprises however, to give them more incentive, flexibility and 

freedom the scope of the planning was reduced.  

 

One of the targets of the “open trade” policy was to support export oriented trade. 

Nevertheless, with domestic prices diverged from that of world market, some FTCs and 

trading enterprises involved in export activities were incurring significant losses in 

domestic currency due to the highly overvalued exchange rate. In order to fulfill the plan, 

they would need to buy expensive domestic produced goods such as certain type of 

machinery and electronic goods and sell them on the international market on. Losses 

were covered buy subsidies from the state budget and increasing subsidies to FTCs 

became a heavy burden. Estimated subsidies losses reached in 1986 were more than Y 24 

billion, more than two percent than China’s gross national product and larger than the 

size of the official budget deficit and by 1988 the total fiscal subsidies to FTCs reached Y 

26 billions (World Bank, 1994).  

 

The needs for linking domestic prices to world prices became inevitable however, the 

government embarked on deeper further reforms. In 1988 more domestic firms were 

allowed to involve directly in export and import themselves, and in the same year the 

government had introduced foreign trade contract system which was sign by all 

specialized FTCs from each provinces level unit. The contract specified three objectives: 

the amount of foreign exchange earnings. The amount of foreign exchange to be remitted 
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to the central government and the fixed amount of domestic currency to be distributed 

among provinces as subsidy to cover export losses and were set at three years initially 

and from 1991 were set annually. Thus, the government had made progress in on capping 

the subsidies even it eliminated such subsidies and FTCs became independent profit 

making units which were made accountable to the local government. They were 

responsible for their own export losses and were no longer assigned their profit to central 

government. In between changes were made in domestic price system from 1988. The 

prices for domestic key import goods were increased and were priced accordingly with 

world market price. Before reform, only 20 percent of imported goods had prices based 

on world price and by early 1990s the percentage share of import and export commodities 

that had their domestic price based on world price had already risen to 90 and 80 percent 

respectively (Chai, 1997). With the number of increasing enterprises, involving in foreign 

and their discretion in choosing in which commodities to trade with, the numbers of 

restricted commodities were reduced significantly. For instance, on the eve of the reform 

in 1978, the foreign trade plans in respect of export covered some 3000 commodities and 

by the early 1990s all mandatory export planning was abolished in principle (World 

Bank, 1994).  

 

The numbers of FTCs were 12 in 1978 and in 1999 the Ministry of Economic Relation 

and Foreign Trade reported that the numbers of FTCs with broad trading rights reached 

9000 and of these 100 are owned by central government and remainder are owned by 

regional and local governments and along with them, there was a number of other type 

enterprises as seen from Table 7. 

Table 7: Contribution to different firms to China’s  Trade 

 

Firms 

Exporting 

 No. of 

enterprises 

 

Share of export 

(%) 

Importing 

No. of 

enterprises 

 

 Share of 

import (%) 

Foreign Trade corporations  9400 53 8700 44 

State owned Enterprises 7800 17 3600 8 

Joint Ventures  30000 19 64800 34 

Foreign owned firms  9730 9 23239 12 
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Collective and private  1060 1 1828 1 

Other 530  10 5378      1 

Total 58,500 100 107,545 100 
 Source: Survey of China’s Foreign Trade, Geneva, International Trade Center 
 

With the increased decentralization of trading rights, and declining importance in foreign 

trade planning, the methods of state control over trading decision changed from direct 

(quota, licensing and canalization) to indirect trade control such as tariff taxes and 

subsidies. According to World Bank surveys, the most used indirect control in China was 

canalizing and import licensing which increased 34 per cent of import in 1986 till 43 

percent in 1994, among indirect controls tariff was most used and the average tariff was 

the third highest among developing countries after Pakistan and India (World Bank, 

1994). But since 1990s China trade strategy entered new era due to its intention to gain 

its membership in GATT and had caused tariff cuts and had committed to eliminate 

almost all import controls by 1997. 13 As a result in 1991 the tariff was reduced for 45 

import commodities, in the following year on another 225 import commodities and as a 

result the average import tariff was reduced to 7.3 percent.  From 1992-1998 the 

reduction in the tariff had resulted in the more than half decrease in average tariff rate 

(see Table 8). 

 

Table 8: Changes in average tariff (in percent) 
 

Years 
All merchandise Primary products Manufactures 

Simple Weighted Simple Weighted Simple Weighted 

1992 42.9 40.6 36.2 22.3 44.9 46.5 

1993 39.9 38.4 33.3 20.9 41.8 44.0 

1994 36.3 35.5 32.1 19.6 37.6 40.6 

1996 23.6 22.6 25.4 20.0 23.1 23.2 

1997 17.6 18.2 17.9 20.0 17.5 17.7 

1998 17.5 18.7    17.9    20.0   17.4    17.8 

                                                             
13  The implementation of China’s commitments made regarding protectionist behavior and other 
issues prior to its WTO membership is a subject of numerous debates and surveys nowadays. 
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Source: World Bank, 1999 

4.2.2 Foreign exchange rate  

Foreign exchange reforms since the “open door” policy have tried to achieve more 

realistic exchange rate for the Yuan through successful devaluation of its rate and the 

greater use of market forces to determine its rate. 

Pre-reform Yuan was inconvertible and was kept together with an artificial exchange rate 

system. An overvalued exchange rate had made the exporting enterprises less profitable 

while the importing corporations more profitable. With the help of centralized accounting 

system, those losses and profits were covered by state budget. However, breaking down 

the monopoly right by FTCs, many trading goods were shifted to FTCs under local and 

industrial governments. The government became less willing to provide increasing 

subsidies due to the overvalued exchange rate making trade corporations reluctant to 

engage in export activities. In the pace of these difficulties, the first stage of exchange 

rate reform started by establishing State Administration of Foreign Exchange in 1979. In 

the same year, the State Council made decision to introduce a new shadow exchange rate 

valid to be valid from the 1st Jan 1981. Thus, from 1981-1984 China had dual exchange 

rate system: official and secondary, known as the internal settlement rate. The official 

rate depreciated gradually under a system of managed floating, that is, it was adjusted by 

changes in a value of currency baskets while the secondary rate was fixed at a more 

depreciated rate and used for the payments between trading corporations and supplying 

enterprises. The internal rate was calculated from the average cost of earning a dollar 

through exports and was set at Y 2.8 to the US dollar while the official rate was at Y 1.5 

to the dollar (Chai, 1997).  

 

The official exchange rate, set at more depreciated rate was to cover mostly non-trade 

foreign exchange transactions such as overseas Chinese payments, expenditures by 

business representatives and foreign diplomatic offices in China and Chinese overseas 

payments, Chinese diplomats to abroad, transporting and insurance charges. The 

coexistence of these two exchange rate was a kind of compromise resulted in debate over 

an appreciate exchange rate system among policymakers and economist in late 1970s. 
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However, it was not an optimum system, the problems it caused are noteworthy to 

mention. For example, enterprises and government institutions had tried to use various 

excuses to apply the internal price system when they sold foreign exchange to the bank 

but use the official rate when they bought from exchange from the bank (Lin, et al., 2003) 

and the cases where to use which rate brought about a great deal of confusion in 

administrative and regulative process at the banks as well. During the period of duel 

exchange rate system, domestic prices had increased and in 1983 the national average 

cost of earning one unit of foreign exchange raised above the internal settlement rate (Lin 

Guijin, 2003) in the pace of overheating of China’s economy and the rising inflation. 

In 1985 the official exchange rate was set at the internal settlement rate which was then 

abolished and the official exchange rate was devalued at Y 2 per dollar. But it had been 

reintroduced in 1986 together with establishment of Foreign Exchange Adjustment 

(swap) Centers (FEAC). Firstly, administrated official rate was used for foreign trades 

and transaction included in the annual plan and the second more depreciated rate was 

determined in FEACs where FTCs and enterprises could engage in foreign exchange as 

well as retention quotas which were used to obtain foreign currencies trades at official 

rate for financing transactions not included in plan. In the light of 1988 reform, the FEAC 

were liberalized in following ways: the quota control on the use of retained foreign 

exchange was removed. Secondly, numbers of FEACs increased14 with local unit and 

lastly, national FEAC was established in capital city to monitor and facilitate local 

FEACs. While in 1986 only enterprises were allowed to sell and buy currencies at 

FEACs but from 1991 citizens were permitted. Since the proportion of foreign exchange 

retained and the numbers of enterprises trading at FEACs spurred with importance of 

swap rate of exchange rate. According to World Bank, by the end of the 1980s, already 

half of the foreign exchange was traded and adjusted at market rate and by 1992 this rate 

had risen to 80 percent (World Bank, 1994).  

 

 

 

 

                                                             
14 FEACs were operating initially in special economic zones in southern China. 
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 Source:  International Monetary Fond, (Wang, 2006)  

  

 

The overvalued Yuan had been devaluation progressively until 1993 (see Figure 2) in the 

pace of reforms until 1993 when a new era for Chinese exchange rate system. In 1993 the 

Chinese leaders formalized the reform  model of establishing a socialist market economy 

and series of packages including all major part of economic aspects such as banking, 

finance system, taxation and as well as the most comprehensive reform of official 

exchange rate system. These measures, in addition, were to fulfill the requirements for 

regaining the membership to GATT/WTO. The in the pace of them, the official exchange 

rate was abolished and was transferred to the depreciated swap market rates, which was 

Y 8.7 per dollar that prevailed at the  end of the year. Thus China’s exchange rate system 

became a managed floating system with Yuan being determined at swaps by market 

forces. However swap centers were transformed to local branches of an interbank foreign 

exchange market. In 1994 the RMB was sharply devalued and the restriction on swap rate 

was abolished in an attempt to unified exchange rate (see Figure 2). After this the trade 

deficit China running in 1993 had turned into surplus and at the same time the net inflow 

of foreign capital increased. Since then it had indicated appreciation falling from Y 8.7 to 

8.44 per dollar. This was likely due to the excess of foreign exchange supply and a high 

Figure 2: Exchange Rate from 1979-2000 (Yuan per US dollar) 
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domestic inflation rate. (Lin, et al., 2003). Under the new system, Yuan was allowed to 

fluctuate against US dollar within a very narrow daily band meaning that Yuan can 

appreciate or depreciate against the UD dollar. Since 1994 the exchange rate was 

stabilized and gradually reached to the level of Y 8.28 per dollar by 1996.  

 

Since 1997 the Asian crisis started to have impact on China’s economy. To prevent from 

serious fluctuation of RMB China’s central bank had begun to heavily intervene by 

passing numbers of regulation and rules; among them included closing down 

unauthorized foreign exchange transaction offices, to prevent capital outflows a system 

for evaluation for of exports’ in carrying out foreign exchange surrendering was 

introduced in which those who have low surrendering rates could lose their license for 

exporting etc. It also adopted quasi pig regime (Wang, 2006) keeping it at Y 8.28 per 

dollar and committed to no further devaluation which in turn gained China by offsetting 

the negative influence on the economy from the neighboring countries. In 1999 The 

International Monetary Fund classified China’s exchange rate as conventional pegged 

arrangement.  
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4.3 Growth and contribution 

The success in China’s trade policy differs fundamentally from those of other transition 

economies. Due to persistent self-sufficiency policy, it had no foreign debt which 

provided a favorable initial condition for the reform. Also at the same time China was 

never a member of Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) and its intra-

CEAM trade collapse had no impact on China’s trade development.15 Decentralizing 

foreign trade rights, loosening trade planning process, linking domestic prices to world 

process were successfully carried through foreign exchange retention system and parallel 

foreign exchange markets. Through those reforms China was shifted from a closed 

economy in which foreign trade was kept at minimum, share in GDP was below 3 per 

cent, to one of the most trading countries 3rd after the USA and German. The volume of 

foreign trade and the role of foreign capital are both far greater than could have been 

anticipated on the poor performance in early Chinese economy. The reform in foreign 

trade had made remarkable changes in the sector and still continues to develop.  

 

First of all, there it resulted in greater trade participation ratio: There is a consensus in the 

field that the increased trade participation leads to higher economic growth. Especially 

the share of trade in income is robustly related to long-term growth. The annual growth of 

China’s GDP, according to China’s official statistics, surged from about 6 percent during 

the pre-reform period to nearly 10 percent during the post reform. China’s trade grew at 

an annual average rate of 16 per cent, which is as twice much as GDP rate in the next 15 

years since 1979. The mere 10 per cent trade/GDP ratio before the reform is increased 36 

percent in 1993 and 44 percent in 2000 (see Figure 3). The studies of the IMF showed 

that the over last two decades China doubled its export ten times. China is today 

considered to be manufacturing house of the world exporting vast range of labor 

intensive products, such as clothing, textile, toys, shoes, metals, getting more 

sophisticated with time and skill intensive products such as telecommunication and 

                                                             
15 CMEA consisted of most communist countries including Russia and Eastern bloc communist 
countries. Collapse of CMEA in the early 1990s was one of the most important factors leading to 
declining real output in those countries. 
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electrical machine along with products becoming more diversified. However, a portion of 

China’s trade increase is “attributed” to the fragmentation of goods: importing 

intermediate goods and re-exporting them back to the world. And devaluation of the 

Yuan had played a considerable role in the increase as well. Theoretically, the ratio of 

trade participation is a ratio of trade volume to GDP, and both are measured to in 

domestic currency. And the rate of growth is a sum of the rate of the growth of the trade 

volume in foreign currency and the rate of appreciation of foreign currency less the rate 

of growth of GDP. Considering it together with the fact that the Yuan had depreciated by 

more that 80 percent in 1979-1999, a substantial part of trade growth could be due to the 

increasing US dollar exchange rate for the domestic currency. 

 

 

Source: China’s statistical year book, various issues 
 

Figure 3: China's Trade Participation Ratios, 1952-2001 ( selected years,  %) 
 

Secondly, decomposition of export import had been changed as well over the years. In 

the past China imported mainly manufactured goods and its share was around 80 per cent 

of total import for long period of time. The rest 20 per cent was primary good especially 

food. For the export side prior to the industrialization, China mainly exported primary 

goods and during the reform share of it decreased gradually and by the 1990s 

manufactured goods replaced them and among the manufactured goods machinery and 

transport equipments dominate (See Figure 3). Among the manufactured goods export, 
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prior to reform light industrial products dominated, however since the reform it has been 

declined sharply and heavy industrial products increased. The variety of China’s export is 

uncountable. As many foreseen, China’s exports of manufactured goods had surpassed 

those of many western developed countries such as the United Kingdom. What is bit 

dubious is whether the growth of exports stimulated the improvement in productivity in 

manufacturing that as characteristic of the other high performing economies in Asia 

(Garnout, et al., 2001). 

 

 

Source: Zhang 1988, China’s statistical yearbook, 2004. 

 
Figure 4: Composition of Chinese Exports 1953-2001 

 

The expanding export growth has even given the China the name of “world’s workshop”. 

Along with export, China’s import has also increased notably. China’s trade balance 

switched between modest surplus and deficit until the 1990s. Most of China’s import 

consist of raw materials such petroleum, rubber, iron, industrial machinery equipment 

and unassembled components (Shane, et al., 2004). There are two types of mechanism 

how trade contributes to growth: export and import led. When export leads it contributes 

through the main factors which are labor, capital and total factor productivity. More the 

export is, the more labors will be needed. And more the profit from export is higher the 

rate of saving that in turn attracts higher rate investment thus higher rate of capital 

accumulation. On the other side, import led growth emphasizes its importance in 
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encouraging productivity growth by increasing domestic firms’ competition with those of 

foreigners as making the weak firms to leave the market and the stronger ones more 

efficient. For the case of China, it is the balanced participation of the two. However, it is 

rather difficult if not impossible to find out which share is more important for the 

economic growth.  
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CHAPTER 5  

Foreign Direct Investment 

5.1 Background 

It is accepted that any liberal policy upon Foreign Direct Investment Inflows increases 

the GDP growth rate through increasing capital stock, augmenting employment, 

improving productivity and is a tool to integrate to global economy for a developing 

country. FDI increases productivity among domestic firms by making better allocation of 

recourses in industries it enters as well as motivating them for competition and 

innovation. FDI is believed to increase export which in turn will promote economic 

development and growth in the host country. If there are substantial differences in factor 

endowments between the host and the home countries, the capital abundant economy 

tends to export capital intensive services and intermediate inputs to their subsidiaries in 

the labor abundant country in exchange for finished varieties of differentiated and 

homogenous goods and thus FDI generates complementary trade flow and for it accounts 

FDI recognized as a major source of growth especially in developing countries. 

As for China, in 1949-1978 China was completely closed to FDI. Thanks to the initiation 

of reform in late 1978 series of measurements were taken with regards to its “open door 

trade policy” of which a vital part concentrated on FDI and FDI was legally authorized 

by passing law on Chinese-Foreign-Equity Joint Ventures in 1979. It had  welcomed 

foreign investors by setting up for them comfortable business environments, with 

favorable tax policies, special laws, tariff exemption, fiscal reduction, providing  

opportunities to produce using abundant, skilled labor force and infrastructure while 
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looking to benefit advanced technology, modern equipment, management skill, marketing 

ability, labor training and capital intensity from their side.  

Since 1980s FDI was one of the most successful stories that had been cited in the world 

economic environment in both academic and business senses. Starting from a base of $3 

billions in 1983 (Lemoine, 2002) the cumulated FDI rose to $300 billions at the end of 

1990 (Graham, et al., 2001) making China the second most attractive destination FDI in 

1999 and the biggest host nation to FDI among developing countries. Strong growth of 

FDI has considerable effects on the country’s economic progress and is one of the factors 

adding back up to China’s prevailing growth itself. During 1978-2000 FDI grew at 

average 8 percent. Among the factors that encouraged FDIs to China huge domestic 

market size is considered to be the major determinant. China alone makes up 28 percent 

of world population; its 1.3 billions of people with growing large middle income classes 

should have magnet impact to the multinationals. Obviously China is a labor abundant 

economy (both skilled and unskilled) with low labor cost which makes it attractive 

destination as well. Also gradual liberalization of domestic economy, rapid and 

sustainable economic growth for two decades As most of the period when FDI peaked, 

China ranked among top trading nations (being 3rd largest currently) showing the degree 

of its integration to the global integration which played in important role behind FDI 

boom to China. 

The main characters of China’s FDI are: firstly, the sources of FDI are consisted of 

Chinese ethnic nations dominated by Hong- Kong, especially in the early period of 

opening policy, secondly, the emphasis on the purpose of FDI, that is promoting FDIs 

which could produce more export oriented goods and  thirdly,  high FDI concentration in 

coastal regions. 

5.2. The Periodical Growth of FDI 

The first stage 1978-1991 could be named as ‘’experimental period” according to the 

development pattern of China’s inward FDI. The rate of FDI had been rather fluctuating 

and modest in the beginning of the eighties slow but showed increasing trend since 1983. 
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The slow growth could be explained by the fact that investors were quite skeptical about 

the policy, economic and legal environment of China and as well as indicating careful 

approach of both host and guest sides. China had then ensured more secure legal 

framework and worked out series of laws and regulation. Also at the same time favorable 

economic environments for foreign firms had been set up. Four, so called “Special 

Economic Zones” namely, Shenzen, Xiamen, Zhuhai and Shantao were established in the 

coastal areas bordering with much more developed Asian tigers: Hong Kong, Taiwan and 

Macao. Initial FDIs were drawn to only those experimental areas and investors were 

mainly from these countries. The estimated cumulated FDI inflow was only $3 billions in 

1983 which is relatively low, but since then it had showed an sharp increasing trend. In 

1984-1992, “stable growth” stage, the numbers of coastal open cities were increased from 

four to fourteen to attract more overseas investor and entirely foreign owned enterprises 

were allowed. It was period when FDIs grew steady as a result of evidently thriving and 

successful FDI from previous stage in a satisfactory economic situation. China had then 

underworked more measurements and steps to improve welcoming environment and 

facilitate more of FDIs.  

1992-1994 was a period of soaring FDI, the peak period. In 1992 After Deng Xiaoping’ 

had visited the southern coastal cities and seen the benefits from the opening policy the 

government took decisions to accelerate the nationwide opening policy for FDI and 

launched new institutional measurements to attract more FDI. The total FDI grew 

significantly, in short time China became the largest recipient of FDI among the rest of 

the developing nations. The FDI inflow was in 1978-1982 was 7 millions of $US, after a 

decade it doubled and in 1993 it had soared to more than 110 millions of $US (see Figure 

3). Thus average flows in 1990-1993 doubled those of 1987-1989. There are several 

factors adding up to this large inflow. In the early 1990s the global FDI rate to 

developing countries was higher than usual which had contributed to China’s FDI growth 

as well. The foreign firms were opened to new trade and service dimension as were 

enabled to retail selling their products on the huge domestic market. Financial sector such 

as real estate and banking service welcomed foreign investors as well. At the same time, 

Chinese currency, Renminbi’s devaluation made the economy more attractive to FDIs. 
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Note: The data reported above are inclusive of FDI in equity joint ventures, contractual joint ventures, 
entirely  foreign-owned enterprises and as well as foreign investment in leasing, compensation and 
others.  
Source: Ministry of foreign trade and Economic relations,  Delmurger, 2002 

The period from 1995-1997 the FDI had shown adjustment from too high rate to normal 

level, however the rate of FDI declined from 1997 till 1999. It is related to overall 

slowdown of Chinese economy, as FDI is positively related to GDP. Also well-known 

Asian financial crisis in 1997 whose impact was felt the worst in 1998, affected 

negatively as main FDI inflows were from neighboring Asian countries and investors 

became more reluctant and cautious. FDI inflows declined by 11% in 1999 and the 

number of registered foreign invested enterprises (FIEs) which had trebled between 1992 

and 1996, reaching 240,000, declined to 228, 000 in 1998 indicating that some foreign 

investors quitted the market(Delmurger, et al., 2002). Relatively small size decline in FDI 

suggests that non-Asian countries invest in bigger amount at once. Another factor has to 

do with the increasing wage cost in coastal areas that caused diminishing incentive to 

invest.16 

                                                             
16 Income inequality between rural and urban city areas has been receiving much attention of 
researchers and large numbers of studies have been done on the topic. 

Figure 4: Foreign Direct Investment in China, 1979-1994 (millions of $US) 
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5.3. Geographical origin and concentration of FDI 

A special character of China’s FDI is described by origins of its potential investors. 

During the early “experimental period” it was Hong-Kong that had played the biggest 

role and had been playing till 1996.  Later on, when the investors grew confident in the 

business environment and became more diversified including the USA, Japan and many 

other Chinese ethnic nations such as Taiwan, Macao, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand 

and South Korea. Until 1996, FDIs from some 10 Asian countries were dominated the 

total FDI inflow, led by Hong-Kong and Taiwan. It was not an accident, rather was a 

result of carefully elaborated open trade policy of the SEZs opening especially with 

neighboring countries to attract their capital. Official statistics show that Hong-Kong 

alone accounted for over 60 percent of total inward FDI in this period (see Figure 5). 

However, dominance by Hong-Kong is more or less false in the sense that the other 

origins invested. It has been suspected a part of investments that accounted as from Hong 

Kong was originated from other countries as well as from China itself. Because certain 

favorable conditions present to foreign investors were not available to Chinese domestic 

investor.17Asian originated countries had invested mainly in low-tech and labor intensive 

sectors where China held comparative advantages. 

Although the increasing part of output of foreign firms served more domestic rather than 

export market, the priority of FDI in China is still about export-intensive activities. Some 

of the early 1992 and 1993 was concentrated on non-tradable goods, however, by 1994 

about 60 percent of total FDI was flowing into industrial sector activities that were highly 

export intensive (Graham, 2001) and much of them are attributed to Asian investors. 

Since 1996 investors consisting mostly form the USA, Japan, European Union countries 

and other sources’ portion in FDI grew more and they had focused on less export oriented 

activities, more domestic market and directed to high technology and capital intensive 

sectors where China revealed no comparative advantages. 

 

                                                             
17  So called “round tripping” effect. 
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Source: http://www.chinafdi.org.cn/english, Wei, 2002. 

 
Figure 5: Share of Major Source Countries in Average Actual FDI in 1986-2000 (%) 

A vast area of China had not been reached by FDI investors, especially areas where much 

state-owned industries are located mainly for the reason to protect them from competition 

of foreign owned enterprises. Thus, FDI inflows are distributed highly regionally 

unevenly throughout China with great emphasis on the early stage of reform. 

Approximately 90 percent of cumulative FDI was directed to the coastal areas, 10 percent 

in the central areas, thus leaving the western with a negligible share of FDI during the 

period of 1985-2000 (see Figure 6). 

There is a need of diversification if China wants to take advantage of high technology 

and benefit from FDI at close to maximum level. It was observed that China was 

directing FDIs to sectors where domestic firms had no participation (hotel development, 

tourism) and the areas where China urgently needed access to foreign technology such as 

oil exploration. According OECD shares of FDI in terms of value added in labor 

intensive and capital and technology intensive sectors were 50, 23 and 27 percent 

respectively, in 1995 45, 25 and 33 percent respectively in 1999 
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Source: State Statistical Bureau, China Statistical Yearbook, http://www.chinafdi.org.cn/english, 

various issues 

Figure 6: Regional Distribution of Actual FDI in China in 1985-2000 

5.4. Forms of Foreign Investment 

There are three main legal forms of foreign invested enterprises (FIE) in China: Firstly, 

Jointly Funded Enterprises, authorized in 1979. Its at least 25percent capital have to be 

foreign original. Secondly, Cooperative Ventures came to existence legally in 1988, 

indeed it had been used widely especially in Hong-Kong before the legal permission.  In 

cooperative ventures, profit made is not shared based on the amount of capital invested 

by the two sides, but on the agreement made between the sides. And at last, enterprises 

with hundred percent foreign capitals authorized in 1986.  

Jointly funded enterprise was the first form of FIE. As of 1999, it had numbered 7,050 

with a contracted value of $13.515 billion, of which $151.827 has been brought in, 

Chinese-foreign cooperative ventures numbered 1,656 which a contractual value of 

$6.803 billion and actually utilized value of $8.234, and for entirely foreign owned 8,201 

of them, with a contractual FDI value of $20.706 billion and $15.545 billion actually 

utilized(Chow, 2002). By numbers, the joint funded enterprises lead and they are the 
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major absorbers of FDI, however by amount of the investment it is entirely foreign 

owned enterprises who takes the lead.  

A big difference between in the FDI flows to the US (currently the number one host 

nation of FDI) and to China lies in the fact that most investors enter the US market by 

taking over the existing domestic enterprises while in China investments form Greenfield 

investment18. China’s current system makes it difficult if not all impossible to take over 

existing domestic enterprises. The foreign firm can proceed on the condition that it 

maintains the current level of employment and keeps the original life-long job security 

contract between employees and employers. Such kinds of obligations make the investors 

noncompetitive even to begin with in the sense of that the price of takeover should be 

counted only when the enterprise at stake is made efficient, profitable and competitive by 

the effort and implements by the investing side. And if the taking over is about state –

owned enterprises impossibility comes since their policy to perceive the stable 

employment rate stands in they way. However, it does not mean that such takeovers 

never happened. If FDI is to enter inland of China it is likely to be in forms of taking over 

rather than Greenfield investment, but there are policies pursued such as preserving 

employment that effectively obstruct the process and create inefficient in foreign 

enterprises that compete with domestic ones. 

Even though the post-1992 reforms were to stimulate growth of inward FDI by assuring 

investors more promising policies and to achieve modern, competitive and efficient local 

industry sector the entry of FDIs are still watched closely and regulated by central and 

local governance. They welcome foreign enterprises when certain goals of industrial 

policy to be achieved by domestic firms are not fulfilled. The entry of foreign firms can 

be subject to numerous conditions, for example such performance requirements as having 

to use local suppliers, often designated by the government, or locating in certain areas, or 

setting up the local operation as joint venture (Graham, 2001). Despite its desire to 

benefit from up-to-date foreign technology and access to capital, China still attempts to 

avoid competition facing domestic firms by foreign ones. The question why domestic, 

                                                             
18 investment in manufacturing or other physical company structure in an area where no previous facilities 
exist 
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particularly state-owned enterprises need to be protected reveals the fact that they are 

inefficient and vulnerable to external forces. By protecting those from fair competition 

China push up the inequality of efficiency, growth and wage between coastal provinces 

and inland region. On the other side, when the foreign enterprises do not exercise real 

competition they lag of inventive to use their best technology, and the case is worse if an 

enterprise forms a joint venture with the participation of local industry whose supplies to 

be used in production process as they have no choice to choose the right suppliers. 

5.5. Contribution to economic growth 

Nothing is surer than the fact that China had benefitted from FDIs. Just a mere entry of 

some FDI would raise competition for skilled labor which in turn brings about return to 

work. FDI could increase relative wage of skilled labor to unskilled labor in China. The 

jobs created by FIEs are both directly and indirectly. FIEs had employed some 20 

millions of workers in both rural and urban areas thus accounting for China’s 11per cent 

non-agricultural employment in 1998 and if the jobs created indirectly by FDI counted 

the number would exceed 30 millions. 

 China’s capital stock had been increased by 10 percent thanks to FDI till 1994 although 

it has decreasing trend since then. FDI has enabled China to transfer its rich natural 

recourses in into economic growth and globally competitive in labor intensive goods. As 

China’s policy towards FDI has strongly encouraged the export-oriented activities, FIEs 

made 45 per cent of export and 55% of imports in 1998 which shows that FIEs become 

major players in China’s foreign trade. 

 As of late nineties, FIEs accounted for around 20% of the industrial output.(Graham, et 

al., 2001). FDI contributed through its influence on supply and demand conditions, 

business strategy and competitiveness as well as it helps promote industrial and regional 

economic growth. Some studies also find that regions with high level of human capital 

benefit more thanks to its capability to absorb more managerial techniques, technology 

know how and other spillovers from FDI. Foreign investors also talk in favor of Chinese 

market. Many large multinationals such as Motorola, Coca-Cola, General motor, Ford 
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and Unilever have become major local players in China and many have become more 

interested in China. There are clear evidences that FDI has contributed not only to 

economic growth but also to technological progress in China due to the spill over effects 

of advanced foreign technologies and international competition. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusion 

China’s economic growth in post reform period is attributed for a great deal to its special 

development process of the economy’s main sectors that have been discussed in the 

work. This process have kept gradual and experimental approach to reform while 

sustaining flexibility and adaptability in the face of constraint thus, generating rapid and 

relatively stable growth over the years. Although each sector had its up and downs and 

faced challenges in different periods, the overall economic growth did not experience 

sharp decline and interruption, unlike other transition economies.  

 The growth engine was generated in agricultural sector in the early years of reform by 

introducing household responsibility system which is considered as the first biggest step 

to the market oriented economy. It was de facto privatization of use rights of land that 

had been previously controlled by large communes.  

Inspired by the successful agricultural reform, China’s leaders focused on the rural 

development supporting the township-village enterprises which resulted in an 

unbelievable growth in TVEs in terms of both quantitative and qualitative aspect. Despite 

their ill-formed ownership right the performance of TVEs has been impressive, reaching 

high level of productivity, utilizing surplus agricultural labor force and as well as 

motivating inefficient state enterprises playing a role of an external competition. The 

contract responsibility system among state enterprises, on the other hand provided an 

internal competition for poor performing SOEs. Thriving non-state sector in forms of 

COEs, individual and private enterprises thus kept the ongoing economic growth further 

till the beginning of the 1990s.  
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Since the early 1990s foreign trade and inflow FDI played a significant role in the 

economic growth at national and regional level. Encouragement of FDI had been initiated 

by opening coastal areas to neighboring economies through open door policy and shortly 

shifting gradually to nationwide implication of the policy. In a relatively short time China 

reached high degree of openness that enabled foreign capital inflows, management 

competencies, training service and advanced technological entry to the economy 

endowing China’s market competition and production efficiency. 
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